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Analysis on the effect of different elevation cut-off angles on GPS time transfer  
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A B S T R A C T   

Precise Point Positioning (PPP) based Global Positioning System (GPS) frequency and time transfer methods have 
proved to achieve good accuracy over past years. Several factors can make significant influence in the realization 
of an accurate time transfer, where multipath error is one of the most important. The multipath can be caused by 
various man-made and natural structures. Also, the longer the propagation distance, the more serious is the 
effect. This error can be studied with respect to the satellite elevation angles to the ground station. In this paper, 
the GPS-PPP processed time transfer results are analysed for a varying range of elevation angles. Acceptable 
accuracy is obtained for an elevation angle of 20◦ for which 7–8 GPS satellites are visible on average. With the 
advancement in other Global Navigation System Satellites (GNSS), the number of visible satellites increases, 
which gives flexibility to filter satellites based on the signal strength quality as well.   

1. Introduction 

Accurate time transfer is important in various activities in our day-to- 
day lives which include stable communication systems, financial net-
works synchronization and also the realization of Coordinated Universal 
Time (UTC) [1]. The accuracy hugely depends on the selection of 
different methods for time transfer that have been studied over past few 
decades [2,3]. Two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) 
method and Optical two-way time-frequency transfer (OTWTFT) 
method [4,5] have very high accuracy but are expensive solutions. The 
performance of OTWTFT decreases with increasing baseline length and 
also it is affected by mechanical disturbances like motion. On the other 
hand, Global Positioning System (GPS) based frequency and time 
transfer [6] helps to overcome such hurdles as it is cost-effective and 
easy to be implemented. Moreover, with increasing satellite constella-
tions like GLONASS, QZSS, Beidou, etc., the paradigm is shifting towards 
Global Navigation System Satellite (GNSS) based time and frequency 
transfer [7]. 

GPS time transfer can be achieved either using Pseudorange based 
solutions like Common view method (CV) and All-in View method (AV) 
or Carrier-phase based solution like precise point positioning (PPP) [8,9]. 
GPS carrier-phase based solution can help to achieve higher accuracy 
compared to the pseudorange based accuracy [1]. PPP is used widely by 
many time laboratories for remote calibration of their atomic clocks and 
for frequency and time transfer applications [2,10]. 

The accuracy of PPP based time and frequency transfer is based on 
few factors. The first and the critical factor is the satellite orbit and clock 
solutions. Since PPP is not a double differenced method, precise position 
of satellite is to be known to achieve high accuracy results [10]. There 
are different International GNSS System (IGS) satellite clock and orbit 
products with varying latency and accuracy that can be implemented. 
Secondly, it depends on mitigation of ionospheric and tropospheric er-
rors, earth tide and ocean modeling errors [11]. Along with these 

parameters, satellite elevation cut-off angle is also required during the 
PPP processing. The cut-off angle sets the limit to the minimum eleva-
tion angle of a satellite relative to a GPS ground receiver. Fig. 1 Shows an 
illustration of different elevation (cut-off) angles. With an increase in 
cut-off elevation angle, the GPS cone becomes smaller and hence the 
number of visible satellites for the PPP processing is smaller. 

In today’s urban cities like Singapore, skyscrapers are a common 
sight. These can cause limited sky-view which means smaller number of 
satellites can be visible to the ground receiver. Also, they can cause 
multipath errors in the GPS signal measurements [12]. The multipath 
errors increase with lower satellite elevation angels, where the signals 
will pass through a longer distance with higher chance of more 
man-made and natural structures available over the paths. It is therefore 
an interesting research topic to evaluate the effect that different eleva-
tion angles and number of visible satellites have onto the GPS PPP 
processed time transfer results. 

In the following sections, we will process the GPS based time transfer 
for different elevation angles and analyse the results. An optimum 
elevation angle will be proposed for GPS based time transfer in 
Singapore. 

2. Database & data processing 

2.1. GPS database 

Receiver independent exchange (RINEX) files for a GPS station 
located at Singapore and maintained by National Metrology Centre 
(NMC) are used for the GPS PPP processing. Table 1 below summaries 
the details about the GPS station. GPS Inferred Positioning System 
(GIPSY-X) software is used to process the RINEX observation files. The 
RINEX observation files for a period of 29 days with corresponding 
Modified Julian day (MJD) of 59,185–59,213 [December 02, 
2020–December 30, 2020] are used in the PPP processing. 
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GIPSY-X is run in the PPP mode to calculate the receiver position (X, 
Y, Z) and the receiver clock bias information denoted in this paper by 
[PPP UTC(SG)]. For PPP processing, the satellite clock and orbit infor-
mation were downloaded from CDDIS website [13]. The Final satellite 
clock and orbit products were used. Receiver related information like 
receiver antenna type and receiver position were obtained from the 
RINEX observation files. Second order ionospheric free combination 
equation was used, and Global Mapping Function (GMF) was used for 
tropospheric parameter estimation. The wet delay and gradient pa-
rameters were estimated as random walk at each epoch. Ocean loading 
coefficients were also considered. 

Another parameter to be set is the elevation cut-off angle. Lower 
elevation angle means a greater number of visible satellites and higher 
elevation angle means a smaller number of visible satellites. Since the 

clock bias errors which are calculated with respect to the GPS satellite 
time (GPST) is for all the satellites at the given instant, the elevation cut- 
off angle can have some impact on the calculated receiver clock bias 
errors. For this paper, the PPP processing is done for a varying range of 
elevation angles from 5 to 50◦ with a step of 5◦. PPP is run individually 
for this range of elevation angles with other parameters held the same. 

2.2. Data from BIPM 

The Bureau of Weights and Measurements (BIPM) in France con-
solidates clock information from different laboratories and maintains 
the UTC. BIPM publishes the UTC data in regular intervals via Circular T 
and rapid solution of UTC named as UTCr. The Circular T is published 
every 5 days and UTCr is published every MJD. The PPP results are 
compared to both the Circular T and UTCr results. For this purpose, the 
circular T and UTCr data are downloaded for Singapore station from 
BIPM website [13] for the same period as the RINEX observation files, 
MJD 59185–59,213. 

Fig. 1. Illustration diagram for elevation (cut-off) angle for GPS 
PPP processing. 

Table 1 
Details of the GPS station used in this study.  

GPS Station Location [Lat, Lon, 
H] 

Receiver Clock Date Range 
(MJD) 

SG 
(Singapore) 

1.32◦, 103.67◦, 
21.73 m 

External H-maser, 
UTC(SG) 

59,185–59,213  

Fig. 2. Time series of [UTC – PPP UTC(SG)] for different elevation angles (a) for every 5-min (b) averaged over a Julian Day. The data for different elevation angles 
are represented by dots of different colours. The BIPM published Circular T is in dashed line with blue triangle marker and UTCr is in dashed line with red circle 
markers. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. Differences between PPP-processed results for varying elevation angles 
and BIPM published UTCr data. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Histogram plot for satellite visibility for different elevation angles. (b) Number of Satellites visible at different elevation cut-off angles and different time of 
the day. 
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2.3. Methodology 

The GPS receiver clock bias calculated for a local GPS station ‘k’ 
using the GIPSY-X PPP processing is with respect to GPST. It can be 
expressed as [PPP UTC (k) – GPST], when the GPS receiver clock is 
referenced to a local realization of UTC, i.e., UTC (k). Our objective here 
is to get the difference between UTC and PPP UTC(k) determined by the 
GPS PPP technique. This difference is calculated by taking {[UTC – 
GPST] – [PPP UTC(k) – GPST]}. Here, [UTC – GPST] is obtained from 
the database available at the BIPM website [14]. 

This process is followed for Singapore station and [UTC – PPP UTC 
(SG)] (for Singapore station, k→SG) is calculated for a range of different 
elevation angles. These results are then benchmarked with the results 
published by BIPM. 

3. Results & discussions 

3.1. Time series comparison between BIPM and PPP-Processed data for 
varying elevation angles 

The receiver clock bias (or time difference) [UTC – PPP UTC(SG)], 
calculated for different elevation angles are plotted in Fig. 2(a). These 
results are plotted in dots with different colours for different elevation 
angles. The elevation angle is varied from 5 to 50◦ with a step of 5◦. All 
these solutions have a resolution of 5 mins. BIPM published data [UTC – 
UTC(SG)] from Circular T and [UTCr – UTC(SG)] from rapid solution of 
UTC are also plotted in Fig. 2(a) in dashed line with blue triangles and in 
dashed line with red circles respectively. Data density for GIPSY-X PPP 
processed results are comparatively higher as the resolution of data from 
Circular T and UTCr is much lower which is 5 days and every Julian day 
respectively. To match the resolution the PPP processed results are 
averaged for every MJD and plotted in Fig. 2(b). 

From Fig. 2(a) and (b), it can be observed that the PPP processed 
results for different elevation angles follow the BIPM results reasonably. 
The difference between results processed using different elevation 
although small can be visible. Since for time transfer we are dealing with 
accuracy of nanoseconds (ns), even small differences are significant. To 
clearly study the difference between varying elevation angles, we carry 
out a further analysis of difference plot as discussed in the next section. 

3.2. Differences plot 

Fig. 3 shows the differences in magnitude between the PPP processed 
results using different elevation angles and UTCr data. For this purpose, 
firstly the difference between the PPP processed data and BIPM pub-
lished UTCr is calculated for all the days for all the elevation angles. 
Then secondly, the difference data is averaged for an individual eleva-
tion angle. Therefore, each circle in Fig. 3 corresponding to an elevation 
angle, is 29 days’ averaged difference between PPP processed result and 
BIPM UTCr data. 

The result shows that the differences are smaller for a lower value of 
cut-off elevation angle and the differences increase when elevation cut- 
off angles increase. The differences are quite stable until cut-off eleva-
tion angle of 20◦, after which there is a sharp increment in differences. 
The averaged difference between PPP processed result with cut-off 
elevation angle of 20◦ and BIPM published UTCr data for the period in 
this study is 1.48 ns. 

3.3. Discussion 

Here we will discuss the observation with relation to the number of 
visible satellites for a given cut-off angle. Fig. 4 (a) shows typical his-
togram plot for satellite visibility for one-day observation data. The x- 
axis of the figure shows the elevation angle, and the y-axis shows the % 
of time of the day a satellite is visible in the given elevation angle range. 
From the figure, it can be observed that mostly satellites are visible 

around 15–45◦ and peak falls around 20◦. From the figure it is clearly 
seen that if we choose cut-off angles lower than 20◦ most of the satellite 
will be used for the processing. Whereas choosing a cut-off angle beyond 
20◦ will greatly reduce the number of visible satellites as the peak occurs 
around this elevation angle. This is in-line with our observation in the 
earlier section where the differences were stable until a cut-off elevation 
angle of 20◦ and the differences sharply increased beyond it. 

Fig. 4(b) shows a colour plot for number of visible satellites over a 
period of a day. The colour indicates the number of satellites that are 
visible for the given elevation angle, at the given instant. Maximum 
number of visible satellites is 11 which can be observed for an elevation 
angle of up to 15◦. For 20◦, on average 7–8 satellites are visible 
throughout the day. From this analysis 20◦ seem to be an optimum cut- 
off elevation angle that can be used for the PPP processing. Satellite 
signals for lower elevation like 5◦ suffer from errors due to longer 
propagation distance. Therefore, use of the proposed elevation cut-off 
angle can be effective in removing the errors from lower elevation an-
gles. Moreover, this study can be done with including other GNSS sat-
ellites. Doing so can ensure higher number of visible satellites even for a 
higher elevation angle. This can help in eliminating those satellite sig-
nals which can suffer from multipath errors due to high rise buildings or 
other natural structures. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, the effect of different cut-off elevation angles and 
number of visible satellites on the PPP processed time transfer results 
have been studied. The PPP results were compared against a varying 
range of elevation angles. The obtained results were compared to the 
BIPM published data and it was found that the accuracy decreases with 
increasing elevation cut-off angles. A cut-off of elevation angle of 20◦

was found to be an optimum value. On average 7–8 satellites are visible 
at this elevation angle at a given instant of time. 

As an extended work, the results can be analysed when other satellite 
constellations like GLONASS, QZSS, Beidou, etc are also taken into ac-
count. This can increase the number of satellites that are visible even for 
a higher elevation cut-off angles and this gives us flexibility to choose 
satellite signals that suffers from a low multipath error. 
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